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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and let C(X) be the space of continuous functions defined 
on X with the norm 
I1:11 = maxLf(x)l- xEX 
Let P and Q be convex subsets of C(X), with Q real, and define the class of functions 
R={P:pEP ,  qEQ, q(x)>O, all x E X} ,  
where R is assumed to be nonempty. Then we are concerned here with the problem of finding a 
best approximation r0 E R to a given f E C(X) in the sense that 
{If - roll = inf  {If - rll. 
IER 
Such an r0 is called a best approximation to f from R. 
This is an example of a constrained rational approximation problem, and special cases of this 
problem have been studied by several authors; see for example [1-5]. In particular, the problem 
as stated here but with C(X) the space of continuous real-valued functions has been considered 
by Shi [4,5]; characterizations of a best approximation and a unique best approximation are 
given under the condition that a best approximation exists. The main purpose of this paper is 
to improve the results of [4,5] by removing this assumption. We also give uniqueness conditions 
which generalize results of Nurnberger [6]. 
The work of the first author was supported by the national Natural Science Foundation of China. 
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2. CHARACTERIZAT ION AND UNIQUENESS RESULTS 
An important role in what follows is played by the so-called weak betweeness property. The 
concept of a betweeness property was introduced in the context of approximation i real spaces 
by Dunham [7] as a generalization of convexity, although the idea had been used earlier by 
Brosowski (see [8]). A variant which applies to complex spaces, the weak betweeness property, 
was introduced by Xu and Li in [9], and this property is now defined. It is shown in [9] that any 
convex set has the weak betweeness property. 
DEFINITION 1. [9] A subset G of X has the weak betweeness property if for any two distinct 
elements go, gl of G, and any dosed set D C (X  x A) with 
min Rea(gl  -go) (x )  > 0, 
(x ,a )ED 
where 
A = (I~l = 1, a any complex number}, 
then there exists a sequence (gn) C G such that 
(i) IIg  - g011 0, as  n 
(ii) min(x,a)eD Rea(gl  - gn)(z). Rec~(g~ - go)(X) > O, n = 2,3 , . . . .  
When C ( X ) is real, then sets which have this property are also re/erred to as having the "closed 
sign property," or are called "regular" (see [8, p. 35]). For any r E R, let X~ denote the set 
Xr -- (x E X : ] ( f -  r)(x)I = I I f -  rlI}. 
THEOREM l. Let Po E P,  qo E Q with q(x) > O, x E X .  Then ro = Po/qo E R is a best 
approximation to f E C(X)  if and only if 
max Re ( f  - r0) (x) (r0 - r) (x) > 0, 
xEXr  o 
t:or a/1 r E R. (2.1) 
PROOF. We show first that R has the weak betweeness property. Let Po, Pl E P, and q0, ql E Q 
so that go = Po/qo E R and gl = pl/ql  E R. Let 
-P l  + 1 - P0 
n (1 )  l q l  + 1 - q0 n = 2, 3 , . . . .  
Then for each n, 
and 
( ql ) 
gn-g0=(g l -g0)  q l+(n -1)q0  ' 
(n -1 )q0  ) 
g l  - -  gn  ----- (g l  -- go)  (n=~qo-+ql  ' 
and the fact that R has the weak betweeness property readily follows from the definition. 
The Theorem now follows as an immediate consequence of Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 of [9]: 
the results of that paper are presented in the context of simultaneous approximation, but the 
present case can readily be extracted. I 
REMARK. This result (in the real case) also follows mutatis mutandis from Lemma 2.4 and 
Theorem 2.6 of [8]. 
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THEOREM 2. 
(i) An element ro E R is a best approximat ion from R to f E C(X)  i f  and only i f  
max Re ( f  - r ) (x )  ( r  - to) (x) < 0 for all r • R. (2.2) 
xEX,. 
(ii) An element ro • R is a unique best approximat ion from R to f • C(X)  if and only i f  
max Re ( f  - r ) (x)  (r - to) (x) < 0 for all r • R \ {ro}. (2.3) 
xEX~ 
PROOF. 
(i) The necessity is immediate, so we will prove sufficiency. Assume that  (2.2) holds. By 
Theorem 1, it is sufficient to prove that  this implies (2.1). Suppose, on the contrary, that  it is 
possible to find an element r E R such that  
max Re ( f  - to) (x) fro - r) (x) = -5  < 0. 
xEX. o 
Then there exists ¢o, 0 ~_ eo <_ [If - roll~ 2, such that for any e E (0, eo] 
6 
max Re ( f  - ro) (x) fro - r) (x) < -5 '  
xEX,-o(~) 
where 
Xro(~) -- {x e x :  I ( / -  to) (x)l ___ I I / -  roll - ~}. 
Let D = Xro(eO ). Then 
1 
I ( f  - to) (x)l ~ ~ IIf - roll, for all x E D. 
Let 
~o ~=~,  
rt(x)  - (1 - t)po + tp 
(1 - t)qo + tq 
(x), 0 _< t _< 1. 
Since rt --* ro as t --~ O, there exists to > 0 such that for any 0 < t _< to, 
IIr~ - roll < ~. 
Since, for any x E D, 
Re ( ( f  - rt) (x)) (rt - ro) (x) = Re ( f  - ro) (x) (rt - to) (x) - [(rt - ro) (x)l 2 
tq 
= Re ( f  - ro) (x) (1 - t)qo + tq (x) (r - to) (x) - I(rt - ro) (x)l 2 
6 tq t2 (1 q tq (x)~2 
> 2 (1 - t)qo + tq (x) - - t)qo + I(r - ro) (x)l 2 , 
then for t > 0 sufficiently small, 
Re ( f  - rt) (x) (rt - ro) (x) > 0, for any x E D. (2.4) 
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On the other hand, for each x E Xr,, 
I(f  - ro) (x)l > I(f - rt) (x)l - I(rt - ro) (x)l 
--- I I f  - rol l  - 2g  - I ( r t  - ro ) (x ) l  
-> I1: - rol l  - ~0. 
It follows that X~, C D, and 
max Re ( f  - rt) (x) (rt - ro) (x) >_ min Re ( f  - rt) (x) (r t - -  to) (x) 
xEX,.~ xEX, .  t 
> minRe ( f  - r t ) (x ) ( r t  - ro)(x) 
- -  xED 
> 0, 
for t > 0 sufficiently small, using (2.4), which contradicts (2.2). This proves (i). 
(ii) The necessity is again immediate, so we will prove sufficiency. Assume that (2.3) holds. 
Then by (i), ro E R is a best approximation to f .  Suppose that there exists another best 
approximation rl ~ ro from R to f. Then by Theorem 1, it follows that 
max Re ( / -  rl) (x) (rl - ro) (x) > 0. 
xEXr 1 
This is a contradiction and the proof of (ii) is complete. I 
COROLLARY 1. Let f E C(X) ,  and ro E R. Then 
(i) r0 is a best approximation to f from R if and only if 
max Re ( :  - r)(z)  (r - r0) (x) < max Re ( f  - r0) (x) (r0 - r) (x), for a11 r E R, (2.5) 
x6X, .  xEX, .  o 
(ii) r0 is a unique best approximation to f from R if and only if 
max Re ( f  - r)(z) (r - r0) (x) < max Re ( f  - ro) (x) (ro - r) (z), for a11 r E R \ {r0}. 
xEX~ xEX, .  o 
PROOF. The necessity in both (i) and (ii) is a direct consequence of Theorems 1 and 2. The 
sufficiency in (ii) can be derived from that of (2.5), so we prove that (2.5) is sufficient. Suppose 
that (2.5) holds but r0 is not a best approximation to f from R. Then it follows from Theorem 2 
that there exists rl  E R such that 
max Re ( f  - r l) (x) (rl - r0) (x) > 0, (2.6) 
xEX, .  1 
which implies that 
I I f - r l f l  < f l f - ro l l .  
But (2.5) and (2.6) imply that 
max Re ( f  - ro) (x) (ro - rx) (x) > 0, 
xEX, .  o 
which in turn gives 
lIf-- roll < llf- r111. 
This is a contradiction which establishes the result. I 
REMARK. For the case C(X)  real, and with the assumption that f possesses a best approximation 
from R, (ii) of Theorem 2, and Corollary 1 were proved by Shi in [4,5]. 
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DEFINITION 2. r0 6 R is ca//ed a uniqueness dement of R if, for each f 6 C(X) ,  r0 is a best 
approximation to f from R implies that r0 is a unique best approximation to f from R. 
Before proving the next theorem, we need a preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let C(X)  be rea/, let P and Q be convex subsets of dimension l and n2, respectively, 
and let ro = Po/qo 6 R. Then ro is a best approximation to f from R if and only/if there exist 
elements xl,  x2, . . .  ,xm E X~ o, and positive numbers a l , . . .  ,am, with 1 < m < nl + n2 such 
that 
m 
~, ( f  - ro) (x,) (ro - r) (xi) >_ O, for ali r E R. 
i=1  
PROOF. The sufficiency is straightforward and is omitted; we prove necessity. Let r0 be a best 
approximation to f from R. Then it follows from Theorem 1 that 
max ( f  - ro) (x) (ro - r) (x) > 0, for all r e R. 
xEX~ °
This implies that 0 6 P - roQ is a best approximation to f - r0 from P - roQ, where 
P-  roQ = {p-  roq :p E P, q E Q}, 
which is a finite dimensional convex subset of C(X).  By the characterization of best approxi- 
mations from such subsets (for example, [10]), there exists xl, x2 , . . . ,  xm E X~ o, and positive 
numbers a l  . . . .  , a,~, with 1 <_ m < dim(P - r0Q) + 1 such that 
m 
Z ai ( f  - ro) (x,) (0 - (p - roq)) (x~) >_ 0, 
i=1  
for any p E P, q 6 Q. By suitable redefinition of the numbers {ai}, the result follows. | 
THEOREM 3. Let C(X)  be a real space, and let ro E R. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) ro is a uniqueness element of R, 
(ii) for each r 6 C(X) ,  ro is a best approximation to f from R if and only if 
max ( f  - r0) (x) (r0 - r) (x) > 0, for a11 r E R \ {ro}. 
x6X~ o 
PROOF. Clearly (ii) implies (i), so it remains to prove the converse. Suppose that (i) holds but 
(ii) does not, so that there exists an element rl = Pl/ql E R such that 
max ( f  - to ) (x )  (r 0 - r l ) (x )  = 0. (2.7) 
xEXro 
Since X~ o is compact, we may assume that there exists some x0 E Xro such that r0(x0) = rl(xo). 
Define 
( f  - r0) (x)  
fo - t l / -  roll (lifo - -  T IH - -  I(ro - r l ) (x ) l )  + ro. (2.8) 
Then fo 6 C(X)  \ R and 
l ifo - roll --  lifo - r i l l .  (2 .9)  
Now for any r 6 R, r = p/q, set 
PT =conv  {p, Pl, Po}, 
Q~ =conv  {q, ql, q0}, 
Pr 
Qr  ~ 
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where "conv" denotes the convex hull. Then Rr C R, and r0 is also a best approximation to f 
from R~. Therefore, by Lemma 1, there exists xl, x2, . . .  ,xm E Xro, and positive numbers 
a l , . . . ,  am, with 1 _< m _< 6 such that 
m 
Z ai ( f  - r0) (x~) (r0 - ~) (xi) _> 0, 
i= l  
for all ÷ ~ R~. 
Let ~ = rl ,  so that 
r0 (xi) = rl (xi), 
Let ~ -- r. Then for some i0, 1 _< i0 _< 6, 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,6 .  
( ( f  - r0) (Xio)) ((r0 - r) (Xio)) _> 0. (2.10) 
Then 
l i fo - rl l  >_ l ( fo  - r )  (X~o)l 
-> l(.fo - to )  (X io ) l ,  
= l l ro  - , '111, 
= l l fo  - ro l l ,  
using (2.8), (2.10), 
using (2.8) 
using (2.9). 
This implies that r0 is a best approximation to fo from R since r E R is arbitrary. But for any 
xEX,  
(f - ro) (x) (x) l (fo-rl)(X)l= l~---r~ll [ l l ro-r~l l - l ( ro-rx)(x) l ]+(ro-r l )  
< llro - r i l l  
- -  l i fo - ro l l ,  
which implies that rs is also a best approximation to f from R. This contradicts (i), and completes 
the proof. | 
COROLLARY 2. R is a semi-Chebyshev set of C(X) (that is, every f E C(X) has at most one 
best approximation i R) if and only i[ for any f E C(X) \ R, ro E R is a best approximation 
to f from R ff and only if for any r E R \ {ro} 
max ( f  - ro) (x) (ro - r) (x) > 0. 
xEX~ o 
REMARK 2. For the special case when R is a convex subset of C(X) with dimension , Corollary 2 
was proved in [6]. 
REMARK 3. If C(X) is a complex space, then Theorem 3 may be false. For example, when X is 
a singleton set, C(X) is isometric to R ~, where 
R 2 = {(x, y) :x  and y are real numbers}, 
II(x, y)ll = (z 2 + y2)1/2, 
then for any subspace G of R 2, Theorem 3 is not true. G is a Chebyshev set (that is, every 
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